MILITARY SPECIFICATION

SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE, DIODE, GERMANIUM, MIXER

TYPE 1N1833

This amendment forms a part of Military Specification MIL-6-18500/364,
dated 10 October 1966, and is mandatory for use by all Departments and
Agencies of the Department of Defense.
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Figure 1: Delete note 2 in its entirety and substitute the following note:

"2. Metal parts shall be gold plated minimum 10 milligrams per square inch (mst)."

Figure 1: Delete dimensions for letter D and substitute "1.743(18.87)" as minimum and "1.802(20.37)"
as maximum.

Figure 1: Delete dimensions for letter E and substitute "1.175(4.45)" as minimum and "1.195(4.95)"
as maximum.

Custodians:
Army - EL
Navy - EC
Air Force - 17

Review activities:
Army - MI
Navy - BH
Air Force - 11, 80
DSA - ES

User activities:
Army - SM
Navy - MC, CG, AS, OS
Air Force - 19

Preparing activity:
Navy - EC

Agent:
DSA - ES

(Project 5961-0296)

1/ CHANGES FROM PREVIOUS ISSUE. THE OUTSIDE MARGINS OF THE DOCUMENT HAVE BEEN
MARKED UP TO INDICATE WHERE CHANGES (DELETIONS, ADDITIONS, ETC.) FROM THE PRE-
VIOUS ISSUE HAVE BEEN MADE. THIS HAS BEEN DONE AS A CONVENIENCE ONLY AND THE
GOVERNMENT ASSUMES NO LIABILITY WHATSOEVER FOR ANY INACCURACIES IN THESE
NOTATIONS. BIDDERS AND CONTRACTORS ARE CAUTIONED TO EVALUATE THE REQUIRE-
MENTS OF THIS DOCUMENT BASED ON THE ENTIRE CONTENT AS WRITTEN IRRESPECTIVE OF
THE MARGINAL NOTATIONS AND RELATIONSHIP TO THE LAST PREVIOUS ISSUE.
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